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Abstract

Objective. To assess clinical measurement competency by two sequential test formulations [resetting sequential probability
ratio test (R-SPRT) and learning curve cumulative summation (LC-CUSUM)].

Design. Numerical simulation and retrospective observational study.

Setting. Obstetric ultrasound department.

Participants. Cohorts of 10 000 simulated trainees and 62 obstetric sonographers training in nuchal translucency (NT) meas-
urement at the 11–14-week pregnancy scan with limited case availability.

Intervention. Application of LC-CUSUM and R-SPRT to clinical measurement training.

Main Outcome Measures. Proportions of real trainees achieving competency by LC-CUSUM and R-SPRT, proportions
of simulated competent trainees not achieving competency (Type I error), proportions of simulated incompetent trainees
achieving competency (Type II error), distribution of case number required to achieve competency (run length) and frequency
of resets.

Results. For simulated cohorts, significant differences in run-length distribution and true test error rates were found between
the R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests with equivalent parameters. Increasing the cases available to each trainee reduced the Type
I error rate but increased the Type II error rate for both sequential tests for all choices of unacceptable failure rate.
Discontinuities in the proportion of trainees expected to be test competent were found at critical values of unacceptable
failure rate.

Conclusions. With equivalent parameters, the R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM formulations of sequential tests produced different
outcomes, demonstrating that the choice of test method, as well as the choice of parameters, is important in designing a train-
ing scheme. The R-SPRT detects incompetence as well as competence and may indicate need for further training. Simulations
are valuable in estimating the proportions of trainees expected to be assessed as competent.
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Introduction

The benefit of sequential testing to assess training outcomes
is to provide a form of statistical quality control that can
quickly identify competence or incompetence, and to provide
a graphical method of monitoring performance over time
without the need for repeated hypothesis testing or pre-
determined sample number [1]. Sequential statistical tests

have been applied when assessing the competency of super-
vised trainees learning surgical procedures including ERCP
[2] and coronary bypass graft [3] and in making ultrasound
measurements including foetal weight [4] based on foetal bi-
ometry estimates [5, 6]. These tests considered the outcome
of each case undertaken by each trainee to be dichotomous,
with each success assigned a specific score and each failure
an alternative score [7]. Trainees were considered competent
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when their cumulative score, plotted against case number,
crossed a pre-defined barrier [8]. Different forms of sequen-
tial test have been used to define the scores associated with
success and failure, the cumulative score and the position of
the barriers which mark competence and incompetence.
Two examples of such sequential tests are the resetting se-

quential probability ratio test (R-SPRT), which is a sequence
of SPRTs [8], and the learning curve cumulative summation
(LC-CUSUM) test [2], both described in the Appendix.
There is little consensus in the literature on which variant is
the most appropriate for particular applications [1, 8].
Parameters common to both tests are the acceptable

failure rate (p0), at which a competent practitioner is expected
to make errors, and an error rate above which a practitioner
would be considered incompetent, the unacceptable failure
rate (p1) [9].
Two additional parameters are required to define an

R-SPRT: the Type I error parameter (α*), which defines the
proportion of competent trainees expected to be incorrectly
classified as incompetent in any single SPRT, and the Type II
error parameter ( β*), which defines the proportion of in-
competent trainees expected to be incorrectly classified as
competent in any single SPRT [8]. Because an R-SPRT is a
sequence of SPRTs, the true Type I and Type II error rates
of the test, α and β, normally differ from the expected
values, α* and β*, respectively [8]. Most clinical training
applications of R-SPRT have set both α* and β* equal to
10%. The four initial parameters (p0, p1, α* and β*) of an
R-SPRT define two barriers; a terminating barrier (h0) which,

when crossed, indicates that competency has been achieved,
and a resetting barrier (h1), which when crossed, indicates in-
competence, and the cumulative score is reset to zero and
the test continues (i.e. another SPRT begins) [10].
In an LC-CUSUM, the height of the resetting barrier is

fixed at zero [8]. When the cumulative score crosses this
barrier, it is reset to zero and the test continues. In contrast
to the R-SPRT, crossing this barrier does not necessarily in-
dicate incompetence (e.g. a trainee’s score would cross this
barrier following an early failure). In common with the
R-SPRT, the LC-CUSUM has a terminating barrier, which,
when crossed, indicates competency. However in an
LC-CUSUM, the position of this barrier is a free parameter
chosen to suit the needs of the test. Biau et al. [2] recom-
mended using simulation of average run lengths (ARLs) to
inform the choice of barrier height. Examples of an R-SPRT
and LC-CUSUM are shown in Fig. 1.
An additional variable that influences the outcome of both

R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests is the practical limit in
number of cases available to each trainee (Nmax). Both the
R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests terminate only when the ter-
minating barrier is crossed. Thus, when Nmax is finite, there
are two possible outcomes for each trainee: ‘competent’ (i.e.
cumulative score crossed the terminating barrier) or ‘not yet
competent’ (i.e. cumulative score did not cross the terminat-
ing barrier within Nmax cases). If provided with a large
enough number of cases (i.e. Nmax→∞), all trainees would
eventually be considered competent by chance. In conse-
quence, as Nmax increases, the true Type I error rate, α,

Figure 1 Upper panel: example of an R-SPRT for a trainee ‘not yet competent’ after 20 cases. Lower panel: example of an
LC-CUSUM for a different ‘competent’ trainee after 16 cases. Dashed lines are resetting barriers; dotted lines are terminating
barriers.
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tends to zero (i.e. fewer truly competent trainees will fail
to achieve test competence) and the true Type II error rate,
β, tends to one (i.e. more truly incompetent trainees will
eventually achieve test competence) [8].
The values chosen for the initial parameters of an

R-SPRT (p0, p1, α* and β*) or LC-CUSUM (p0, p1, h0), to-
gether with the case limit Nmax, define the ability of these
sequential tests to distinguish correctly between trainees in a
cohort who are competent from those who are not yet com-
petent. However, previous studies [2–6, 11] did not calculate
‘a priori’ the efficacy of their particular test design to justify
their choices of parameter and were unable to compare
observed with expected performance.
The objectives of this study were: (i) to directly compare

run-length distributions of R-SPRT with LC-CUSUM tests
using simulation; (ii) to assess the effect of varying the test
parameters p1 and Nmax on the true Type I and Type II
error rates of R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests; (iii) to use
simulation to calculate expected training outcomes, assessed
by R-SPRT and LC–CUSUM, of a cohort of trainees
learning to ultrasonically measure nuchal translucency (NT,
foetal neck measurement offered to all pregnant women at
the 11–14-week scan to screen for Down’s syndrome) and
(iv) to compare simulated outcomes with actual training
outcomes.

Methods

Simulated cohorts of trainees

The methodology of the R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM techni-
ques, described in the Appendix, were applied to simulated
cohorts of 10 000 trainees, using Matlab (Mathworks, Ltd,
Cambridge, UK) [12]. Each trainee was assumed to have a
probability, r, of making an error in a single case. The
outcome of each individual case was modelled as a Bernoulli
random variable with success probability 1−r [13]. The cu-
mulative score, S, for each simulated trainee, was calculated
for each case in the series, until it crossed the terminating
barrier (h0), or until the maximum number of cases, Nmax,
was reached. All simulations were repeated 100 times in
order to reduce statistical variation, and the mean number of
trainees achieving competency was recorded for each com-
bination of initial parameters.

Cohort of trainees learning to measure NT

Between August 2009 and November 2010, 62 obstetric
sonographers were enrolled in a formal programme of train-
ing in the measurement of NT at the Newcastle Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. Each
trainee spent 1 week in the obstetric ultrasound department
and measured NT in a series of pregnant women attending
for an 11–14-week scan. Supervision of trainees was pro-
vided by two senior obstetric sonographers with >5 years’
experience of measuring NT, both competent in measuring
NT (as defined by accreditation by the Fetal Medicine

Foundation [14]). For each case, both the trainee and trainer
measured NT three times and the measurement was consid-
ered successful if the difference between mean trainee and
mean trainer measurements was less than a defined value.
R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests were applied retrospectively
to the cumulative score, S, after each trainee had completed
their placement. The retrospective analysis of NT measure-
ments did not influence the management of the patient, or
the training outcome of any trainee.

Training outcomes

For each cohort, the following outcomes were recorded: the
proportion of trainees reaching competency (i.e. S crossed the
terminating barrier); the proportion of trainees not yet reaching
competency (i.e. S did not cross the terminating barrier within
Nmax cases); the distribution of the number of cases required
for trainees to achieve competency (i.e. run-length distribution);
the distribution of the number of times S crossed the resetting
barrier (of practical value for R-SPRTonly).

Choice of test parameters

In this study, which is concerned with the measurement of
continuous clinical variables, it was assumed that a trainee
measurement was a success if it agreed with that of a trained
observer within a tolerance limit, and a failure otherwise.
The choice of tolerance and the value of acceptable failure
rate were based on published inter-observer agreement
between trained observers. For foetal NT measurements,
Pandya et al. [15] reported that 95% of mean measurements
by pairs of trained observers agreed within 0.44 mm.
Therefore, for both R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests, each
case was ascribed a ‘success’ when a trainee measured within
0.44 mm of that by a trained observer, and a ‘failure’ other-
wise, and the acceptable failure rate, p0, was set to 5%.
For simulations where the value of unacceptable failure rate,

p1, was required to be fixed, its value was chosen to give the
same p1/p0 ratio applied in previous studies that also assessed
trainee competency using the R-SPRT technique [9].
For the R-SPRT, the Type I (α*) and Type II (β*) initial

parameters were both set to 10%. This simplifies the graph-
ical presentation of the R-SPRT plot by placing the terminat-
ing and resetting barriers at equal and opposite distances
from the starting position, enabling the plot to be examined
in a continuous fashion, while also achieving a compromise
between the more conventional choices of 5 and 20%, re-
spectively [9, 11].
For LC-CUSUM tests, the position of the terminating

barrier, h0, was chosen to make the minimum number of
cases required to achieve competency (minimum run length)
equivalent to that of an R-SPRT test with the same initial
parameters (α*, β*, p0 and p1).
For the simulated cohort, three values of probability of

error, r, were used. These were set to be equal to: p0 (a com-
petent cohort), p1 (an incompetent cohort) and the threshold
probability (r = s) at which the mean increment in cumulative
score, S, across many cases is zero (Appendix).
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Comparison of run-length distributions between

R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests

Run-length distributions for R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests,
with p1 = 25% [4] and unlimited cases per trainee (Nmax

=∞), were compared using simulated cohorts of competent
(r = p0) and incompetent (r = p1) trainees using the χ2 good-
ness of fit test [16]. With these parameters (α* = 0.1, β* =
0.1, p0 = 0.05, p1 = 0.25), the minimum run length to achieve
test competence was 10 cases for both tests (Appendix).

Variation of true Type I and Type II error rates

with p1 and Nmax

From the simulated cohort, the proportion of competent
trainees (r = p0) not achieving test competency was used to
estimate the true Type I error rate (α) and the proportion of
incompetent trainees (r = p1) achieving test competency was
used to estimate the true Type II error rate (β). These true
error rates (α, β) were calculated for LC-CUSUM and
R-SPRT for different values of p1 (10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%)
and Nmax (range 10–3000) using simulated cohorts.

Comparison of observed and expected test

outcomes

Expected outcomes were calculated for R-SPRT and
LC-CUSUM tests, for simulated cohorts of trainees each
provided with a limited number of cases (Nmax = 25, to
allow comparison with the ultrasonographic trainees).
Simulations were run for three single case failure probabilities
(r = p0, s and p1) and values of unacceptable failure rate
ranging between 15 and 30%. For the R-SPRT cases at p1 =
25%, the number of crossings of the resetting barrier was
recorded for each trainee to give an expected distribution of
resets. This distribution was scaled to the number of NT
trainees to give the expected distribution of resets for com-
parison with that cohort.
Observed outcomes for the ultrasonographic trainees were

calculated by retrospectively applying the R-SPRT and
LC-CUSUM tests to trainee and trainer NT measurements,
for values of unacceptable failure rate ranging between 15
and 30%. For R-SPRT calculations, the observed distribution
of resets was also calculated for a fixed unacceptable failure
rate, p1 = 25%.

Results

Comparison of run-length distributions between

R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests

The ARL for competent trainees (r = p0) was 15.3 cases
[median 10; inter-quartile range (IQR) 10–18] for R-SPRT
and 13.2 cases (median 10; IQR 10–16) for LC-CUSUM. For
incompetent trainees with r = p1, the ARL was 114.9 cases
(median 82; IQR 37–157) for R-SPRT and 66.7 cases
(median 49; IQR 24–89) for LC-CUSUM (Fig. 2). The

distributions of run lengths described by R-SPRT and
LC-CUSUM were found to be significantly different (P<
0.01).

Variation of true Type I and Type II error rates

with p1 and Nmax

Figure 3 shows the true Type I and Type II error rates for
ranges of p1 and Nmax, obtained from simulation, for p0 =
5%, α* = 10% and β* = 10%. Increased Nmax was found to
decrease the true Type I error and increase the true Type II
error for both R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests.
For the same example shown by the dotted lines and

shading in Fig. 2, with a case limit of 25 and unacceptable
failure rate of 25%, the R-SPRT had a true Type I error rate
of 17.0% and a Type II error rate of 17.6% (β). For the
same test parameters, the LC-CUSUM test had a true Type I
error rate of 3.7% and a Type II error rate of 27.2%.

Comparison of observed and expected test

outcomes

Application of both R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests, with the
same values of p0, p1 and minimum run length, to the
cohort of NT trainees resulted in a higher proportion of trai-
nees achieving competency with the LC-CUSUM tests com-
pared with R-SPRTs (Fig. 4). This was observed for all
unacceptable failure rates. The standard deviation in the
number of simulated trainees reaching competency between
the 100 separate simulations was <0.5%. The median
number of cases measured by the NT training cohort was 25
(range 15–31), allowing direct comparison of proportions of
successful trainees with the simulated cohorts (Nmax = 25).
By both types of test, the proportions of NT trainees achiev-
ing test competence were consistent with a trainee error
probability of less than the threshold probability, s.
Near some critical values of p1, relatively small increases in

unacceptable failure rate resulted in stepped increases in the
proportions of simulated trainees achieving competency by
both LC-CUSUM and R-SPRT tests, Fig. 4. These critical
values of p1 occurred at points where the minimum run
length, m, changed by one case, with larger discontinuities
observed when m was close to the most frequent run
lengths. These critical values of p1 are calculated by the rela-
tion (1 – p1) = (1 – p0) ((1–α*)/β*)

−1/m, Fig. 4.
The distributions of resets for the R-SPRT method for

simulated (normalized to 62 trainees) and NT training
cohorts are shown in Fig. 5; for example, 20 of the 62 NT
trainees reached the resetting barrier once. The proportions
of NT trainees with 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 resets were consistent
with a trainee error probability less than the threshold prob-
ability of error, s.

Discussion

Previous studies have demonstrated the potential for using
sequential tests to assess training in surgical procedures and
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clinical measurement [1–5, 10]. However, in this study, we
have shown that simulation can be used to estimate expected
performance and have compared it with the outcome from
an observed cohort of trainees learning to measure NT as
part of an 11–14-week pregnancy scan.
We found that, for equivalent test parameters, R-SPRT

and LC-CUSUM tests had different outcomes. They had a
different run-length distribution, which led to different be-
haviour when the limit to the number of cases available to
each trainee was finite. The LC-CUSUM test yielded a
smaller true Type I error rate and a larger true Type II error
rate than an equivalent R-SPRT with the same case number
limit.
The LC-CUSUM test is similar to an R-SPRT with a reset-

ting barrier at zero; however, there are fundamental differ-
ences in their application [8]. By choosing parameters that
gave equal minimum run length for both types of test, we
ensured that the terminating barriers were equivalent and the
differences we observed between the types of test were due to
the difference in position of the resetting barrier. However, on
average, trainees crossed the terminating barrier (i.e. achieve
competence) more quickly with an LC-CUSUM test than with
the equivalent R-SPRT. This is a consequence of trainees
being penalized for errors early on in training with the

R-SPRT test, where a string of consecutive successes is
required to compensate for previous mistakes. This is not
observed with the LC-CUSUM test, where errors early on in
training reset the score to zero, effectively reinitiating the train-
ing process, and thus, no additional successes are required in
order to reach competency.
We have calculated the true Type I and Type II error rates

associated with R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests with an ac-
ceptable failure rate of 5%, for a range of unacceptable
failure rates and for various limits to the number of cases
available to each trainee. These error rates relate to the
expected number of false positives (i.e. incompetent trainees
who pass the test) and false negatives (i.e. number of compe-
tent trainees who fail the test) and can be used to inform the
choice of parameters when designing a programme for train-
ing in clinical measurement, in which formal assessment is
by sequential test.
For both sequential tests, the true Type I error rate, α,

tends to zero and Type II error rate, β, tends to one when
Nmax >> ARL for the simulated cohort. However, for
smaller values of Nmax, an LC-CUSUM test yielded smaller
α and larger β error rates than the equivalent R-SPRT. When
applying a sequential test to a training scheme, both Type I
and Type II error rates should be minimized. Increasing the

Figure 2 Distributions of number of cases required to reach competency (run-length distributions) for simulated cohorts of
10 000 trainees with p0 = 5%, p1 = 25% and no limit to the number of cases available to each trainee. Upper panels (a, b):
R-SPRT. Lower panels (c, d): LC-CUSUM. Left panels (a, c): competent trainees make errors in 5% of cases, i.e. r = p0.
Right panels (b, d): incompetent trainees make errors in 25% of cases, i.e. r = 0.25. The dotted lines illustrate the effect of
limiting each trainee to 25 cases. The shaded bars are trainees classified in error, after limiting to 25 cases, with the shaded
proportions giving true Type I errors of 17.0% (a) and 3.7% (c) and true Type II errors of 17.6% (b) and 27.2% (d).
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Type I error rate causes fewer truly competent trainees to
reach competency, and thus, a longer training period would
be required, at a consequence of increased training cost.
Increasing the Type II error rate would result in a larger
number of truly incompetent trainees being deemed compe-
tent, potentially enabling incompetent trainees to carry out
subsequent inaccurate clinical measurements in clinical prac-
tice without supervision.
The sensitivity of R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests to small

changes in the choice of unacceptable failure rate, p1, was a
finding revealed by our use of simulation and one that has
not, to our knowledge, been reported previously. The pres-
ence of discontinuities at critical values of p1 was associated
with step changes in minimum run length. Figure 2 illustrates
why this is so; the distribution of run lengths (i.e. number of
cases needed to become competent) is not smooth when the
probability of error lies near p0, with run lengths that are
frequent (e.g. 10 in the example for R-SPRT), impossible
(e.g. 11) or unlikely (e.g. 12). If a small decrease in p1 leads
to an increase in minimum run length, the run length of
other common values in the distribution will also change, e.g.
the peak at N = 25 may move to N = 26. If the case limit is
close to one of these common values (as in the example of
Fig. 2), then there will be a large change in the proportion of
trainees expected to reach competency.
In practical terms, Nmax should be chosen to avoid it lying

near a peak in the run-length distribution; equivalently, p1
should be chosen to avoid it lying near a critical value,

otherwise the consequence of some trainees failing to
measure Nmax cases will have a disproportionate effect on α
and β.
For the purposes of assessing training, R-SPRT has a po-

tential advantage over LC-CUSUM. Interpreted as a Wald
test, the points at which a trainee’s R-SPRT cumulative score
exceeds the resetting barrier may be considered indication of
incompetence. The number of resets could, therefore, be
used to trigger further intervention in their training, e.g. to
indicate the need for revision of theoretical principles or ini-
tiation of retraining. However, the number of resets allowed,
as with the choice of sequential test methodology and para-
meters, is a clinical decision, based on the rigour of training
wanted, and not a statistical one.
Our study had limitations. For all calculations, we used

10% for the test error parameters α* and β*, following pre-
vious studies; further simulation would be needed to create
comprehensive tabulation of test performance for alternative
values of these parameters. Trainees in the NT cohort were
constrained by the number of cases available to them with a
median of 25 (range 15–31). The case number limit chosen
for simulation (25) was an approximation to the constraints
placed on the NT cohort.
Simulations of large training cohorts can estimate run-

length distributions, indicate sequential test sensitivity, inform
the length of training to optimize sequential test efficacy and
estimate values of the true Type I and Type II error rates for a
given set of initial parameters. In utilizing a simulated cohort,

Figure 3 The true Type I (α) and Type II (β) error rates associated with R-SPRT (left hand panels) and LC-CUSUM (right
hand panels) tests for using initial parameter settings p0 = 5%, α* = 10%, β* = 10% when unacceptable failure rate, p1, and
case limit, Nmax are varied. The dotted lines indicate measured test error rates for p1 = 25% with each trainee limited to 25
cases.
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it is possible to consider all of these outcomes to inform the
design and highlight intrinsic limitations of sequential testing
when applied to a training scheme prospectively.

In practice, designing a programme for training in clinical
measurement, including assessment by sequential testing,
requires a trade-off between the practical limit to the
number of cases that can be made available for each trainee
and the unacceptable failure rate, at which an observer
would be considered incompetent. In this study we have
provided results that demonstrate the effect of varying case
limit and unacceptable failure rate, and have described a
technique for simulation that can be used to assess the effi-
cacy of R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests with a given choice
of test parameters.
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Appendix

R-SPRT

The R-SPRT, introduced by Grigg et al. [8], is a sequence of
Wald SPRTs [17]. The cumulative score at the jth case is given
by the iterative relationship Sj = Sj−1 + (Xj− s), where 0 < s<
1, S0 = 0, Xj= 0 if the jth case is a success (i.e. S decreases
by s) and Xj = 1 if the jth case is a failure (i.e. S increases by
1−s). Competency is achieved when the cumulative score
crosses an absorbing (terminating) barrier at height h0 (h0 < 0).
When the cumulative score crosses a resetting barrier at
height h1 (h1 > 0), i.e. Sj> h1, a trainee is considered incompe-
tent and the cumulative score is reset to zero (Sj = 0).
The three variables s, h0 and h1 of an R-SPRT are defined

by four test parameters: p0 = acceptable failure rate, p1 = un-
acceptable failure rate, α* = Type I error rate parameter and
β* = Type II error rate parameter. The case score, s, is
given by s=Q/(P +Q), where P = ln(p1/p0) and Q = ln
[(1−p0)/(1−p1)]. The height of the terminating barrier is
defined by h0 =−b/(P +Q), where b = ln[(1−α*)/β*] and the
height of the resetting barrier is defined by h1 = a/(P +Q),
where a= ln[(1−β*)/α*].
For a given trainee, over many cases, the mean increment

per case of the cumulative score S is given by a value δ.
If the failure probability for a single test is r, then the
expected value of δ is given by the probability of success ×
increment for success + probability of failure × increment for
failure (i.e. δ= (1− r)(−s) + r(1− s)).
There exists a value of r for which the mean increment

per case of the cumulative score is zero. From the definition
of δ, this occurs when r is equal to the case score, s (i.e.
when r = s, δ= 0). If the failure probability for a single test
exceeds s (i.e. r > s), then δ > 0, and the cumulative score, S,
increases on average and tends towards the resetting barrier.
If the failure probability of a single test is <s (i.e. r < s), then
δ < 0 and the cumulative score, S, decreases on average and
tends towards the terminating barrier. If r is equal to the
threshold value s (i.e. δ = 0), the cumulative score neither
increases nor decreases on average and will not tend towards
either the terminating or the resetting barrier.

LC-CUSUM

In the LC-CUSUM, introduced by Biau et al. [2], the cumula-
tive score at the jth case is defined by the iterative relation-
ship Sj=min (0, Sj−1−Wj), where S0 = 0 and Wj is a weight
that depends on whether the jth case was a success (Wj=
Ws, Ws> 0; i.e. S decreases) or failure (Wj=Wf, Wf< 0; i.e. S
increases). Competency is achieved when the cumulative
score crosses an absorbing (terminating) barrier at height h0
(h0 < 0). The definition of Sj implies the presence of a reset-
ting barrier at height h1 = 0.
The two weight values of an LC-CUSUM are defined by the

acceptable failure rate (p0) and the unacceptable failure rate (p1),
with weight for success, WS= ln[(1−p0)/(1−p1)] and weight for
failure, Wf= ln(p0/p1). Using the same notation as the R-SPRT,
the weights can be expressed asWs=Q andWf=−P.
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The value of h0 is the third parameter, which defines an
LC-CUSUM test. It is a free parameter that, in practice, may
be chosen through simulation to achieve the required
outcome of a test. For this study, to permit direct compari-
son between R-SPRT and LC-CUSUM tests using the same
p0 and p1 parameters, the value of h0 for the LC-CUSUM
tests was chosen to give the same minimum run length (i.e.
number of successive successes needed to achieve compe-
tence, starting from the first case) as an R-SPRT with para-
meters (p0, p1, α* and β*). For an LC-CUSUM, this placed

the height of the terminating barrier at h0 = ln
[(1− α*)/β*].
For the LC-CUSUM, the mean increment per case of the

cumulative score is given by δ= (1− r) (−Q) + rP. As with the
R-SPRT, there exists a value of the failure probability for a
single test, r, for which the mean increment of S per case is
zero. This occurs at r=Q/(P+Q) = s at which the cumulative
score tends towards neither barrier. If the failure probability for
a single test is <s (i.e. r< s), the cumulative score, S, decreases
on average and tends towards the terminating barrier.
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